Xibita

MODULAR POP-UP SYSTEM

network
**STEP 1: GETTING STARTED**

Unlatch the All-In-One-Case and inspect contents. Note that panels and hardware are stored in separate compartments.

Remove the bags containing the NETWORK Frame and the Infills and set aside. Then remove the fabric and/or graphic Panels and set aside. Lastly, remove the Wall Washer from the case lid (added option).

**STEP 2: FRAME**

Position collapsed NETWORK frame on ground with adjustable feet facing downward. Note that black panel hangers indicate the front side of the frame and gray panel hangers indicate the back side. To expand the frame, grasp the two hubs (highlighted above) and tug upward and outward.
STEP 3: INFILLS

Install infills between each Network hub, running vertically. To properly install an infill, first slide the top end of the infill over the bottom half of a Network hub. Then, slide the bottom end of the same infill over the top half of the Network hub below it. Repeat this until all the infills are installed. Once complete, gently pull down on all the infills to remove any space between them.

STEP 4: FRAME

First attach the middle panel (#2) to the frame by hooking the two notches at the top of the panel onto the hangers. Then let the panel’s magnetic strips attach to the infills. Repeat this step with the outer panels (#1 and #3). To attach the Curved End Panels (CEPs), hook one of the notches on the front hanger and the other onto the back hanger while gently curving the panel to form a column or pillar.
STEP 5: LIGHTS (OPTIONAL)

Plug the cord into the back of the Wall Washer lamp and ensure the halogen bulb is tightly secured and working. Insert the Wall Washer pin into the hole on the back of the Network hub located at the top of the frame. Plug the cord into a 110V power outlet and switch the light on (switch is located at the base of the Wall Washer). NOTE: Before packing the Wall Washer, turn the switch off and let it cool down for at least 15 minutes.

STEP 6: PODIUM

After removing your display components from the All-In-One-Case, close the lid and latch it. Wrap the Podium Wrap around the center section of the case while resting the panel along the top of the footer. The magnetic strip will attach to the metal strip. Pull the panel tightly to remove any slack. NOTE: If properly installed, the magnetic strip will not be visible. Place the counter insert into the depression in the top of the case.